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Abstract

The conductivity of polynuclear cluster situated between two metallic electrodes is studied within the semiclassical
approximation. The conductivity depends on the shape of adiabatic potential surface of ‘cluster q excess electron’
mixed-valence system which is entirely governed by the relationship between the intramolecular electron transfer and the
vibronic coupling. The specific cases of dimer and trimer molecules are illustrated through conductivity and current
calculations. It is shown that localization™delocalization transitions in mixed-valence clusters are accompanied by more or
less abrupt changes in the molecular conductivity. However, the behavior of molecular conductivity and tunnel current is
determined not only by the type of electronic distribution but also by the density of accessible electron-vibrational states.
q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.

1. Introduction

Studies of electron transmission through linear molecular chains is an area of significant current interest
w x1–13 . These studies are mainly motivated by the possible use of such systems as elementary switches in
molecular electronics. They also provide important insight into mechanisms of intramolecular electron transport

Ž .involved in scanning tunneling spectroscopy STM of large molecules. The dependence of electron transfer
probability from a tip to a substrate through an adsorbed molecule on the electronic density of the latter is

w xdisplayed in STM images 14 . When the formation of tunnel current is described, the main attention is usually
paid to the mechanism of the elastic resonance tunneling. However, during the past years, several papers

w xemphasised the role of inelastic processes in electron tunneling 15–19 . In particular, these effects may result
from the coupling of electronic states of molecular conductor with vibrational degrees of freedom. Active
vibrations can be represented by intramolecular vibrations as well as environment nuclear motions. In some
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cases, the degree of excitation of vibrational modes can be so high that it can even lead to chemical bond
w xbreaking 20 .

However, other mechanisms which do not need strong excitation of molecular conductor can be considered
for the electron-vibrational effect. For example, the electron-vibrational coupling can induce or destroy
resonance between different electronic states participating in the electron transfer. The case of electronic
tunneling through an adsorbate represented by one electronic level was considered in the frame of semiclassical

w x Ž .approach in Ref. 18 . Each of the three states participating in the electron transfer tip, adsorbate and substrate
was described by one-dimensional parabolic term in the space of the active vibration. If we are dealing with a

Žmolecular system containing several centres at which an excess electron can be trapped it may be a conducting
.organic polymer or polynuclear transition metal complex , the shape of potential surface and the nature of

Ž .electronic state are also governed by the electron-vibrational vibronic interactions. These effects were well
studied in the theory of mixed-valence compounds and their importance in structural, spectral and magnetic

w xproperties was clearly demonstrated 21 . Because of vibronic interactions the electronic distributions in
polynuclear mixed-valence systems can vary from homogeneous delocalization of the electronic density over all
centres to localization at one centre. It has been recently shown that the intramolecular electron delocalization
can be an important determinant of the intermolecular electron transfer probability between polynuclear clusters
w x22 . One can expect that such characteristics as the probability of electron transfer through a molecule and
related molecular conductivity will be also sensitive to vibronic perturbations.

In the present communication, we will study the molecular conductivity of simple model dimer and trimer
molecules modulated by electron-vibrational coupling. We base our calculations on the one-electron approach
and completely neglect the effects of Coulomb repulsion. The multielectronic effects in the molecular

w xconductivity were recently studied within the Hubbard model 23 . As the simultaneous presence of vibronic and
interelectronic interactions in polynuclear systems leads to many new features, we intend to address these
problems in future publications.

2. Molecular conductivity calculations

In order to study the influence of electron distribution changes induced by electron-vibrational interactions on
Ž .molecular conductivity, we will consider here the simple case of a polycentric molecular fragment MF placed

Ž . Ž .between two identical metallic electrodes, left l and right r . The latter can be modelled by linear periodic
chains of metallic atoms.

The molecular conductivity depends on three electron transfer parameters: the matrix element of intramolec-
ular electron transfer w, the matrix element of electron transfer from the electrodes to MF t, and the resonance
interaction between metallic atoms in the chains resulting in the conducting band width D E . The choice of anc

electronic states basis for the description of electron transfer kinetics is determined by the relationship between
these parameters. If w, t, and D E are of the same order two limiting situations are possible:c

Ž .a The electron transfer energies are much smaller than the characteristic electron-vibrational energy
l2r2 v 2, where l is used to denote the effective electron-vibrational coupling constant and v is the frequency
of active vibrations 2. The MF electron basis is formed by states localized at each centre. The conductivity will
be of a hopping type;

Ž . 2 2b If the electron transfer parameters exceed l r2v , band type states should be chosen as a starting point.
w xThe physical situation will correspond to the polaron-band conductivity 24 .

2 All parameters refer to a hamiltonian written in dimensionless vibrational coordinates.
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< < < <Let us consider the opposite case when t < w , D E which means that time of electron delocalizationc

within the MF and solid is much smaller than time of electrode™molecule electron transfer. Under these
conditions the electron transfer can be considered as operating between the stationary electron-vibrational
electrode states and vibronic states of the MF.

This model can be simplified further. We will neglect the electrode-fragment boundary effects and take as
Ž .one-electron states at n th ns l, r electrode the tight-binding wave functions

N1
™ ™ ™n n i k anc r s c ry r e 1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýk n'N ns1

with associated energies

"
2 k 2

´ s , 2Ž .k
)2m

where a is the lattice spacing, k is the wave number, m) is the electron effective mass in the conductivity band.
Ž .The summation in Eq. 1 runs over all elementary cells. If the electron-vibrational coupling in electrode is

neglected the full electron-vibrational wave function can be factored in a product of electron and vibrational
state. Obviously, only those vibrations changing as a result of electron transfer must be taken into account.
These are the MF vibrations q , and the full electron-vibrational wave function with the electron localized oni

the n th electrode can be written as
Nv

™™ ™n nc r,q sc r x q , 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Łk k i
is1

where N is the number of active molecular vibrations. The wave functions corresponding to electronv

localization on the MF, in principle, could be found from the solution of a full dynamic vibronic problem.
However, we will further simplify our problem and use a semiclassical approach for the description of the
electron transfer. It has been used already in the studies of electron transfer to molecules with the Jahn–Teller

w xeffect 25 . Only adiabatic surfaces and corresponding q-dependent electronic wave functions, not vibronic
states, are needed to calculate the electron transfer probability within this approximation. In absence of

™n Ž .electron–phonon coupling, the semiclassical wave function for the electrodes is simply represented by c r . Ifk

the energy gaps between sheets of adiabatic potential are larger than kT , only the lowest sheet of the MF
adiabatic potential must be taken into account. We also suppose that the time of vibrational relaxation on
fragment is much shorter than the characteristic time of the electrode™MF electron transfer.

Ž .The kinetic equation for the MF population n under stationary regime continuous current can be written inf

the following form

dnf
s w qw 1yn yn w qw s0, 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .rf lf f f fl frd t

where w , w and w , w are the electron transfer probabilities, to and from, the MF for the right and leftrf fr lf fl

electrodes, respectively. These probabilities contain the contributions of all electron-vibrational electrode states
and vibronic states of the MF

w s r Ž i.w k ; w s 1yr Ž i. w k , is l, r 5Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýif k if f i k f i
k k

where r Ž i. is the Fermi distribution function on the ith electrode. The electron transfer probability fromk

electrode to MF vibronic states arising from the lowest sheet of the adiabatic potential within the semiclassical
approach can be written as:

™2p ´ q2 Ž .vib™ ™ ™™ ™ ™k i ˆ< <w s Hdq c r H C r,q exp y d ´ q y´ q , 6Ž . Ž .² : Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .if k f k f
"Z kTv
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Fig. 1. Energy scheme of the electrode–molecular fragment–electrode system. The dashed horizontal lines indicate shifts of the electrods
Ž . Ž .Fermi levels at bias voltage. The dotted curves show the position of the dimer potential surfaces in delocalized a and localized b case.

™™ ™ ™Ž . Ž .where C r,q , ´ q are the electronic wave function and energy of the MF, respectively, q stands for the set off f

active vibrations,
™ 1 2 2´ q s v q , 7Ž .Ž . Ývib i i2

i

™ ™
´ q s´ q´ q , 8Ž .Ž . Ž .k k vib

Z is the vibrational partition functionv
™

´ qŽ .vib™Z sHdq expy . 9Ž .v kT

The probability of back transfer is given by
™2p ´ q2 Ž .f™ ™™ ™ ™ ™k iˆ< <w s Hdq C r,q H c r exp y d ´ q y´ q . 10Ž . Ž .² : Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .f i f k k f

"Z kTf

Ž .Electronic population of MF and tunnel current through MF depend on two factors: i the position of the MF
Ž .adiabatic potential minimum relative to the Fermi level of electrodes; ii the shape of the adiabatic potential. As

the delocalization properties of the MF are entirely determined by the latter, we will suppose that for any shape
Ž . 0of the adiabatic potential the energy of its absolute minimum is fixed and equal to D E see Fig. 1 . If Z isf

defined as the purely vibrational partition function of the fragment, we can write
™

´ q D EŽ .f™ 0Z sHdq exp y sZ exp y , 11Ž .f fkT kT

Ž . Ž .Using the similarity of the d-functions arguments in expressions 6 and 10 , the following relationships
between the back and forth partial electron transfer probabilities can be found

Z D Ey´v kk kw sw exp . 12Ž .f i if 0 ž /kTZf

Let us suppose that the MF contains n centres at which an electron can be localized. Then, the MF0

semiclassical electronic wave function takes the form:
n0

™™ ™ ™
C r,q s c q w r . 13Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ýf i i

is1
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The wave functions of the electrodes and the MF are overlapping only through the frontier atomic orbitals so
Ž . Ž .that the matrix elements appearing in Eqs. 6 and 10 can be written as

2
1 12

™ ™™ ™ ™ ™ ™ ™1 i k a 2 2ˆ ˆ< < < <c r H C r,q s e c q c ry r H w r s t c q . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .² : ¦ ;Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k f 1 1 1 1' NN

Due to the symmetry of our model system, in the absence of a bias voltage we have
w sw , w sw ,lf rf fl fr

Ž . Ž . Ž .and substituting 12 and 5 into Eq. 4 we find
y1Z D Ey´v f

n s 1q exp . 15Ž .f 0 ž /kTZf

Under a bias voltage all electronic levels are shifted as shown in Fig. 1. It is convenient to choose the middle
of the MF as reference point of the electric field potential. We suppose for simplicity that the distance between
localization centres in the MF is smaller than the distance between two electrodes so that the electric field
potential within the MF may be taken as constant. It may be a case of polynuclear cluster surrounded by a bulky
organic ligand. The tunnel current appearing in the system due to a voltage-induced junction asymmetry can be
expressed by

i V se w V 1yn yw V n , 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .lf f fl f

where voltage dependence is accounted only in the electron transfer probabilities. Our estimations show that
Ž .under a small enough voltage the solution 15 still remains a rather good approximation. The ‘molecular

conductivity’ can be defined as

E i
ss 17Ž .

E V Vs0

3. Dimer case

The electron-vibrational Hamiltonian of ‘a dimer q one excess electron’ in the basis of localized states has
w xthe well-known form 21 :

lq w11 2 2 2H s v q qq Eq , 18Ž .Ž .d 1 22 w lq2

where l is the constant of the electron-vibrational interaction with the local totally symmetric vibrations qi
Ž .is1, 2 , E is the unit matrix, v is the frequency of these vibrations. The transformation to the delocalized odd
and even electronic states and to the normal vibrations

1
q s q "q , 19Ž . Ž ." 1 2'2

gives

1
w lqy'1 2

1 2 2 2H s v q qq Eq lq Eq . 20Ž .Ž .d q y q2 1'2
lq ywy'2
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Usually in the mixed-valence dimer problem the interaction with the totally symmetric vibration q is droppedq
w x Ž w x.out 21 see, however, some important exceptions 26,27 . It cannot be done in our case since this interaction is

responsible for the shift along q coordinate relatively to the electrode-localized state. The lowest sheet of theq
potential surface has the following form:

1
1 12 2 2 2 2 2´ s v q qq q lq y w q l q , 21( Ž .Ž .d q y q y2 2'2

and the transition between localized and delocalized states depends on the relationship between w, v, and l. If
< < Ž 2 2 . Ž .w - l r2v the adiabatic potential 21 has two minima at

2 2l l 2w
0 0q s , q s" y(q y 4 22' 2v l2 v

corresponding to electron localization. In the opposite case, the single minimum at

l
0 0q s , q s0q y2'2 v

describes the delocalized state.
™Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting ´ instead of ´ into the expressions 6 , 10 , and 11 and exhibiting c q out of thed f 1

Ž . Ž .eigenfunctions of hamiltonian 18 we can perform calculations of the dimer conductivity. The summation in 5
is replaced by the integration through k within the electrodes conductivity band. The calculated s versus w
curves for different temperatures are shown on the Fig. 2. For small w, the electron transfer is slow because the
activation barrier is high due to localization. All curves display maxima in conductivity near the point
< < Ž 2 2 .w s l r2v when our system is on the edge of localization–delocalization. However, not a type of
electronic distribution but a shape of potential surface is the main factor responsible for the behavior of
molecular conductivity. We assume that a thermal equilibrium on the MF is established faster than the electron
transfer to and from electrodes takes place. Left and right ends of the MF are equally populated for any shape of
the MF adiabatic potential. The probability of the electron transfer is governed by two factors: the density of the

Fig. 2. Normalized molecular conductivity s rs of a dimer, as a function of the intramolecular electron-transfer parameter. The curvesmax
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .correspond to kTr"v s0.01 solid line , 0.05 dashed line , 0.1 dotted line . Parameter values used in units of "v : ´ s2.0, D Es2.3,f

l2 s4.0.
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MF electron-vibrational states near the minimum energy D E and the Franck–Condon factor for these states. The
density of vibrational states near D E is high around localization–delocalization transition because the potential

Žis very flat in fact, the force constant defined as the second derivative of the potential is zero in the point of
.transition . The Franck–Condon factor is maximal when the relative shift of minima between initial and final

states is minimal. This condition is fulfilled when the MF has an one-minimum ‘delocalized’ adiabatic potential.
Both factors lead to a maximum in conductivity near localization–delocalization transition. If w is further
increased, the MF potential well becomes more like a well-behaved parabola. As a result, the density of the
relevant vibrational states is reduced and the conductivity is slightly decreased.

4. Trimer case

Linear three-centre molecular systems have been considered several times within the context of the switching
w xeffects in molecular electronics 4,28 . It is supposed that the electron transfer in a trimeric system can be

Ž .controlled by some external perturbation chemical or physical of the central fragment in this simplest
molecular chain. Some years ago, we studied the potential surfaces of linear trimers with ‘three equivalent

w xcentres q one excess electron’ 29 . It was shown that the electronic distribution in such system undergoes a
rather abrupt transition if the energy of the central fragment orbital occupied by the excess electron changes.
One can expect that similar effects can also be displayed in molecular conductivity.

We again start with the electron-vibrational hamiltonian

lq w 01
1 2 2 2 2 w dqlq wH s v q qq qq Eq , 22Ž .Ž . 2t 1 2 32

0 w lq3

where d is the energy shift of the central fragment and the non nearest neighbour electronic interaction is
neglected. The frequencies of the local vibrations and the constants of the electron-vibrational interaction are

w xsupposed equal for all three centres. As it was shown in Ref. 29 , even if the central and terminal fragments are
Ž .distinguished, the interaction matrix in Eq. 22 can be reduced to a two-mode space by the transformation to

‘interaction modes’. If we put

1 l
q sy q y2 q qq q ;q 1 2 3 2ž /' v6

1 l
q s q yq qq q ;˜q 1 2 3 2ž /' v3

1
q s q yq ,Ž .y 1 3'2

Ž .the hamiltonian 22 can be rewritten in the new co-ordinates

lqy
w 0'2

22 ll1 2 2 2 2 3H s v q qq qq Eq y E. 24Ž .˜Ž . w dq lq q w(t q q y2 2q2 2 4v2v

lqy
0 w y '2
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Fig. 3. Normalized molecular conductivity s rs of a linear trimer, as a function of the energy shift on central fragment. The curvesmax
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .correspond to kTr"v s0.01 solid line , 0.05 dashed line , 0.3 dotted line . Parameter values used in units of "v : ´ s2.0, D Es2.1,f

l2 s4.0, ws2.0.

The lowest sheet of the adiabatic potential can display one, two or three potential wells depending on the
relationship between the vibronic energy l2r2 v 2, the intramolecular electron transfer w, and the central level
shift d .

The energy of the electron-vibrational states at the electrodes in the new vibrational coordinates takes the
form:

l l l2
1 2 2 2 2´ q ,q ,q , s´ q v q qq qq q q y q q , 25Ž .Ž .˜ ˜ ˜Ž .k q q y k q q y q q2 2' ' 4v6 3

Ž . Ž .and the triple integrals 6 and 10 can be easily reduced to double ones.
Let us focus on the case when l2r2 v 2 sw. Such a situation for a dimer corresponds to the border between

Ž .localized and delocalized electronic distributions see previous paragraph . For linear trimer, if ds0, the
adiabatic potential exhibits one minimum with the major part of the electronic density localized at the central
site. With increasing d , the contributions of the terminal fragments into the electronic wave function increases
and the electronic distribution becomes more homogeneous. Finally, higher values of d parameter result in the
splitting of the minimum into two with the preferential electron localization at each end of the trimer.

These features of the potential surface are well displayed in the behaviour of the molecular conductivity
presented on Fig. 3. At low temperatures, the maximum of conductivity, as for a dimer, coincides with the
localization–delocalization transition. However, as the barriers on the multidimensional trimer potential surface
are lower, temperature smoothes the transition more easily.

Our method allows to go beyond the linear approximation and to calculate a tunnel current–voltage
Ž . Ž .dependence. The calculated with the Eq. 16 I V curves for different temperatures are shown on Fig. 4. One

can see that that the value of the tunnel current depends in a complex way on features of the multidimensional
potential surface. Tunnel current maximal values do not unambiguously determined by a degree of delocaliza-
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Ž . Ž . Ž . -1Fig. 4. Current–voltage characteristics of a linear trimer for T s10 K a , 50 K b , 150 K c . Parameters used: "v s500 cm , ls2.14
˚eVrA, ws0.25 eV, ´ s5.0 eV, D Es5.2 eV.f

tion of the ‘excess’ electron. A comparison with experiments in real systems could be further complicated by the
effect of different position of the MF absolute energy minimum relative to the Fermi energy of electrodes.

5. Conclusions

We have used a simple model to analyse the role of vibronic interaction on electron transport through
polycentric molecules. The most interesting result is the dependence of molecular conductivity not only on the

Ž .type of electron distribution localized or delocalized but also on the shape of potential surface. The first effect
™Ž .is mainly included into the coefficients c q . Although the electron delocalization itself provides a morei

favourable case for electron transfer, the molecular conductivity can also be modulated by the density of
vibrational state determined by the adiabatic potential. It is obvious that vibronic interactions must be taken into
account to treat properly switching effects in molecular wires. We must also note that the semiclassical
approximation used in the present paper is oversimplified. The full quantum-mechanical description of vibronic
spectrum although being very laborious can give some new peculiarities in the behaviour of molecular
conductivity.
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